
Montreal, Canada, March 13th, 2024 

We are proud to announce the signing of an exclusive dist�ibution agreement with The Audio Specialists to 
represent our dis�uptive brand in Belgium, Holland, and Luxembourg.

“We’re extremely excited to be working with Zero Ohm. We see huge potential as they offer an amazing 
solution for a wide range of installation projects. Where a 100v system is typically needed, you can now 
offer more flexibility and ease of use while also delive�ing sound quality (full-range sound) with low 
impedance loudspeakers connected in parallel. Zero Ohm provides the most convenient solution on the 
market! It will save our integrators time and money while improving the overall sound quality. No audio 
compromises to make. We’re excited because the product line fits the Benelux market extremely well, not 
just with Tannoy & Lab G�uppen products, that we ca��y, but Zero Ohm can, and should be combined with 
any low impedance loudspeaker and amplifier. Zero Ohm dese�ves that presence, and we will do our ve�y 
best to provide this brand the podium it dese�ves.”

Tim Huese, Owner of The Audio Specialists 

Zero Ohm Welcomes the Audio Specialists as Our New Benelux 
Dist�ibution Pa�tner



Zero-Ohm Systems is a global manufacturer of a unique award-winning patented technology. Best of Show 
Distinction at ISE 2020; Best New Product Technology �Innovations Showcase) InfoComm 2017. Our passive devices 
interconnect between any amplifier and loudspeakers without wo��ying about speaker loads, impedance and long 
cables �uns. Forget the limits of traditional systems. You can now connect 20�40 speakers or more in parallel to one 
amplifier without the use of transfo�mers. Until now, the ability to connect multiple speakers in parallel was 
confronted by the issue of operating the amplifier at a safe impedance. Although there are amplifiers that operate at 
4 ohms and 2 ohms safely, any effo�t to d�ive them below the rated resistance load led to device failure. With this 
revolutiona�y invention, the �ules have changed! Zohms products are ideal for major installations like hotels, shopping 
malls, theme parks, stadiums, bars, cinemas, reception halls, c�uise ships, restaurants, airpo�ts, and more. If you 
would like more info�mation or if you are interested in representing Zero-Ohm in your te��ito�y, visit www.zohms.com 
and/or send an email to info@zohms.com.

With 12� years of expe�ience in the tou�ing/live, Hifi and installed sound, Zero Ohm has chosen a dedicated pro audio 
pa�tner with a personal and se�vice-o�iented approach for these markets. The Audio Specialists is known as 
dist�ibution pa�tner for Tannoy, Lab.G�uppen, Clair Brothers, Klark Teknik, Midas, Green Go and many others. Zero 
Ohm provides a great fit for small medium and large installation projects where many speakers are being used and is 
a great addition for Tannoy and Lab.G�uppen, but also opens the possibility to market to a wider audience in this 
business. Projects like stadiums, hotels, retail stores, warehouses, facto�ies, conference rooms and audito�iums and 
many other install projects where Zero Ohm can add value.
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